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1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of boundary condition functions for boundary value problems was 
first considered by Kodaira in [l]. In this paper Kodaira considered the 
replacement of boundary condition constants of separated boundary condi- 
tions, associated with real differential equations of arbitrary even order, by 
solutions of the differential equation. 
In [2] Everitt extended the use of boundary condition functions to complex- 
valued formally self-adjoint differential expressions of arbitrary even or 
odd order with complex-valued boundary conditions, the latter separated 
or otherwise. 
In this paper we extend the use of boundary condition functions to the 
non-self-adjoint boundary value problem 
a$ = p&Y) p’(x) + p1(x> q-(x) + -.- + P,(X) #(4 = V(x) (1.1) 
$l {JQk#+s-l)(u) + N,,$cs-l)(b)} = 0 (1 < Y  < m < 272); (1.2) 
the coefficient pi(x) (0 < j < n), the parameter X and the boundary condition 
constants Mrs , iV,., are complex-valued. 
We show how to replace the constants M,, , IV,., by boundary condition 
functions which are solutions of the differential equation !Z+$ = & where !Z+ 
is the Lagrange adjoint of the differential expression 2. The boundary con- 
dition constants P,, , QTS for the boundary value problem adjoint to (l.l)- 
(1.2) are replaced by boundary condition functions which are solutions of the 
equation !$$ = A+ and conditions for two sets of boundary condition func- 
tions to be adjoint to each other are established. It is also shown that the 
eigenvalues of the boundary value problem (l.l)-(1.2), with m = n, are the 
zeros of the wronskian of a set of n boundary condition functions. 
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We finally construct the Green’s function for the boundary value problem 
Py’“‘(x) + p&x> @n-2’(x) + *.- + P,(X) d(x) = V(x) (1.3) 
in terms of the boundary condition functions for the adjoint boundary value 
problem. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we give some notations and properties of the linear differ- 
ential expression 2 mentioned in the introduction. 
For a suitable set of functions $i **a & , the symbol Qm(x) denotes the 
n x m matrix [@-l’(x)] (1 < s < n; 1 < r < m). The n x n matrix Q,(X), 
the Wronskian matrix of $i -1. +,, , is denoted by Q(x) and 
I&‘($, e-e &J (x) = det Q(X), 
the Wronskian of +i ***q& . A similar notation is used if 4 is replaced by 
another symbol; the respective capital always representing the Wronskian 
matrix. 
The notationf(x) is used to represent the column vector with components 
f(x), f”‘(x) -.f’“-l’(x). Th e notation A* denotes the conjugate transpose 
of the matrix A and J’*(X) denotes the row vector with components j(x), 
J(l)(x), a-* p-l’(x). 
Intimately connected with the differential expression 2, defined by, 
!i!$ 3po(x)p’(x) +pl(x>p-l’(x) + ... +pf&> 9w (a G x G 4 (2-l) 
is another differential expression f!+, called the Lagrange adjoint of 2, given 
by, 
e++ = (- 1)” (&h)(” + (- 1y-1 (~$fy-1’ + **a + p&b. (2.4 
For a suitable pair of functions f and g 
(2.3) 
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Here [fg] (x) is a bilinear form in (f,fu), .**f+l)) and (f,g(l) ***g(+l)) 
given by 
where B(x) = [Bik] and the Bjk( x are dependent on the coefficients pr(x) of ) 
the differential expression L! (see [3], Section 1 of Chapt. 11). 
If the support of pj(x) (1 <i < n - 1) is contained in a closed subinterval 
of [a, b], i.e., ifpj(x) is identically zero in some neighbourhood of both a and 
b, and if pO(x) is a constant independent of x, then 
B(a) = B(b) = 
The Lagrange adjoint of !$- 
-0 PO 
- PO *-- 1 . (2.5) .(- I>,-l PO 0 
is f? and for a suitable pair of functions g and f 
where 
s b, i.fti+g - 6% dx =W> (4- &if> (4 (2.6) 
{gf} (x) = i i Aj7&(X)j(yX)g(J+yX) 
j=l kc1 
= f*(x) A(x) j(x). 
P-7) 
The Aj, are dependent on the coefficients of the differential expression !i!+ 
and A(X) = [Ai,]. 
If (fr} and (gr) are two systems of rz functions, all differentiable (n - 1) 
times, then 
(see equation 1.10 of [2]). Similarly, 
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If $(x, A) is a solution of !G+ = A$ and #(x, A) is a solution of f?+# = &,!I, 
then 
= *I( A$-@$}dx s YJ 21 = 0. (2.10) 
Thus [#] (xJ = [$I/] (xr) and hence [#(x, A) $(x, A)] (x) is independent of 
x E [a, b]. 
Similarly {#(x, A) 4(x, A)} (X) is independent of x E [a, b]. In this case 
[4(x, 4 #(x, A)] (4 and {4(x, A) 4(x, U(x) are denoted by Ml and bW9 
respectively. 
Finally, if $r(x, A) ... &(x, A) are n solutions of !iZ+ = hq5 and if x,, , x1 E [a, b], 
then 
(see [3], Section 6 of Chapt. 3). If&(x) = 0 for x E [a, b], then W(q5, a.* &J (x) 
is independent of x E [a, b]. 
3. BOUNDARY CONDITION FUNCTIONS 
The boundary value problem to be considered is of the form 
T&J GE pop + pp1) + ... + pn$ = hc#J (a < x < b) (3.1) 
l.J,cj z i (M,,$Pya) + NTky+-l)(b)} = 0 (1 <r ,< m < 2n); (3.2) 
k=l 
the pi(x) (0 < j < n) are complex-valued functions of the class W-j) on the 
closed bounded interval [a, b], p&x) # 0 on [a, b], the parameter h and the 
boundary condition constants &Irk , iVTk: are complex-valued. 
In order to ensure that the boundary conditions are independent, it is 
assumed that rank [M : NJ = m where M = [A&,], N = [NJ and [M : N] 
denotes the compound matrix with m rows and 2n columns. 
Let &(a/~, A), x#/x, A) (1 < r < m) be solutions of e+# = @ such that 
Y,(a) = (B*)-1 (a) M* (3.3) 
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and 
X,(b) = (I?*)-1 (b) N*. 
Then 
M = Ym*(a) B(a) 
and 
N = X,*(b) B(b). 




Mrk = i t,@“(a) B&z), (3.7) 
i=l 
(3.8) 
Substituting (3.7), (3.8) in (3.2), we have 
= Mb) 9w% &I (4 + [&4 X&Y a1 (4 = 0. 
This may be written simply as 
UT4 = Wd (4 + Pxd v4 = 0. 
Define the functions r/?(x, 1) (1 < r < m) by 
W) 
(3.10) 
71,(x, A) =1Cl&k a + xr(@, a - (3.11) 
If 4(x, A) is a solution of the differential equation !i?$ = A$ then 
P(% 4 A(% a1 (4 W(~~ v X&P @I (4 and M(% 4 rl&> &I (4 
are independent of x E [a, b] and hence equation (3.9) may be written as 
(3.12) 
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The functions +,.(u/x, A), x7(6/x, 1) are the boundary condition functions 
for the boundary value problem 
f?$ = A$, u,+ = 0 (1 <r < m). (3.13) 
4. ADJOINT BOUNDARY CONDITION FUNCTIONS 
Let 
Us*+ SE i {Psk$@--l)(u) + Qsk#(k-l)(b)} = 0 (4.1) 
r=1 
for 1 < s < 2n - m and let P = [PJ, Q = [QJ. 
Also let $S(a/x, X), O,(b/x, h) (1 < s < 2n - m) be solutions of Z$ = X4 
such that 
a&&z) = (A*)-l (a) P* (4.2) 
and 
O,,-,(b) = @*)-l(b) Q*. (4.3) 
As in the previous section, equation (4.1) may be written in the form 
which may be written simply as 
us++ = w> (4 + @fa (8 = 0. 
Define the functions [Jx, h) (1 < s < 2n - m) by 
(4.5) 
If #(x, 1) is a solution of the equation !i?+$ = &, then (4.4) may be written as 
u*+* = Mx, a 5,(x, 4) = w3 = 0. (4.7) 
The functions &u/x, h), O,(b/x, h) are the boundary condition functions for 
the boundary value problem 
!i?+* = A*, lJ,+$h = 0 (1 < s < 2n - m). (4.8) 
DEFINITION. Let 
U,f = PAI (4 + Ltxrl(4 (1 < r < 4 
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The set of boundary condition functions {&(x); 0,(x)} is said to be adjoint to 
the set ($,(x); x,(x)> if 
6% &!I - ( f, g+k9 = 0 (4.9 
for allf, g such that 
u, f = u,+g = 0, (4.10) 
where 
(f, g) = @4f (4 dx. 
If{&(x); 0,(x)} is adjoint to {#r(x); x(x)} then it follows from the definition 
that the boundary value problem 
f?++ = A*, u,+$h = 0 (4.11) 
is the adjoint of the boundary value problem 
w = x4, u,+ = 0 (4.12) 
(see [3], Section 3 of Chapt. 11). If (!Sf, g) - (f, ll?+g) = 0 then 
(!G+g, f) - (g, !Gf) = 0 and therefore by definition {I&(X); xr(x)} is adjoint to 
{&(x); 0,(x)}. It is useful to establish conditions for two sets of boundary 
condition functions to be adjoint to each other. We state the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. The sets of boundary condition functions {s,hr(x); x&v)} and 
{&s(x); e,(x)} are adjoint to each other if, and only ;f, 
+hA> = {x7&) (1 < y < m; 1 B s < 2n - m). (4.13) 
Proof. The boundary conditions (3.2) and (4.1) may be written in the 
form 
u+ = M&u) + N&b) = 0, (4.14) 
U+# = P&z) + Q&b) = 0 (4.15) 
(see [3], Section 2 of Chapt. 11). Since {I+%,.(X); x(x)} and {ds(x); e,(x)} are the 
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boundary condition functions for the boundary value problems (3.13) and 
(4.8), respectively, we have 
M = ‘U,*(u) B(a), (4.16) 
N = X,*(b) B(b), (4.17) 
p = GL-m(4 44, (4.18) 
Q = O,*,-,(b) A(b). (4.19) 
Suppose the boundary condition U+$ = 0 is adjoint to U$ = 0. Then 
&iW1(a) P* = NB-l(b)Q* (4.20) 
(see [3]; Theorem 3.1 of Chapt. 11. Note that U+$ is given by 
U+I/ 3 P*$(u) + Q*&b)). Substituting (4.16)-(4.19) in (4.20), we obtain 
Y,*(u) A*(u) a&&u) = X,*(b) A*(b) O,,-,(b). (4.21) 
Therefore 
@L&) -4(a) Ym@) = @Ln(b) 44 -Tm. (4.22) 
This may be written in the form 
Bs*(u) A(u) $,(a) = d,*(b) A(b) fT(b) (1 < Y < m, 1 < s < 2n - m) 
or, equivalently, as 
Nv?&s) (4 = ~xl.~J (b)* (4.23) 
Since +,MJ (4 and ixrf?J ( x are independent of x E [a, b] we may write 1 
(cress) = WJ (1 6 7 < m 1 d s ,< 291 - 4. 
If {$&) = {x70s} then by reversing the above argument we obtain 
MB-l(u)P* = NB-l(b)Q*. 
Hence the boundary condition U+# = P&u) + Q&b) = 0 is adjoint to 
lJc# EE M&u) + N&b) = 0 or equivalently the boundary condition 
us+* = WJ (4 + w4~ (4 = 0 
is adjoint to 
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and hence the set of boundary condition functions {#r(x); xl(x)} and 
{$s(x); O,(X)} are adjoint to each other. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
If the coefficients pi(x) (1 < j < n - 1) of the differential expression I! 
are identically zero in some neighbourhood of both a and b and p,,(x) = in, 
where i = 1/(- I), then it follows from (2.1), (2.2) and (2.5) that 
0 in 
- in 1 
B(u) = B(b) = A(u) = A(b) = 
Hence 




A*(a) = B*(a) = - B(u) (4.25) 
A*(b) = B*(b) = - B(b). (4.26) 
Substituting (4.25), (4.26) in (4.21), we obtain, 
y?n*k4 w %-WE64 = xm*w NJ) @m-mw. 
This may be written as 
(4.27) 
I&.*(U) B(u) J,(u) = g?*(b) B(b) OS(b) (1 < T < m; 1 < s < 2n - m) 
or equivalently as 
h%l(4 = F?Yxrl w (4.28) 
We shall use (4.28), in Section 6, to construct the Green’s function for the 
boundary value problem (1.3)-( 1.4) * m t erms of boundary condition functions. 
The case m = it is of particular interest and in the sequel we shall consider 
this particular case. 
5. DETERMINATION OF EIGENVALUES 
Since the Green’s function, G(x, t, A), for the boundary value problem 
24 = 44 UT+ = 0 (1 < y < 4 (5.1) 
is not defined if X is an eigenvalue of the boundary value problem it is essen- 
tial to consider, in terms of boundary condition functions, the conditions 
under which X is an eigenvalue of the boundary value problem before con- 
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sidering the construction of the Green’s function in terms of boundary con- 
dition functions. 
Let n(x, A) ... m(x, A) be a fundamental set of solutions for the equation 
A?# = A#. Then the general solution of the equation is expressible in the form 
By substituting (5.2) in the boundary conditions U,$ = 0 (1 < Y < n), we 
obtain the system of linear equations 
(5.3) 
for the determination of the constants C, ... C, . 
The parameter X is an eigenvalue of the boundary value problem (5.1) if, 
and only if, the system of equations (5.3) has a nontrivial solution. 
Therefore h is an eigenvalue if, and only if, 
(see Section 9.5 of [4]). 
(5.4) 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 
w4 = W(71 ... %> (x9 4 (x E h bl) 
and 
w(‘\> = W(L .*. r,> (x, 4 (x E [a, 4). 
Then X is an eigenvalue of the boundary value problem (5.1), if, and only if, 
W(A) = w(A) = 0. (5.5) 
Proof. Suppose h is an eigenvalue of the boundary value problem (5.1). 
Then from (5.4) and (2.8), we have 
,<~~<~bsrlJ (~11 = h’&P Wh ... %J (G A) VY, ‘.* m) (x> 4 = 0. (5.6) 
But {&,(x)}~ # 0 and W(rr ... m) (x, A) f 0 since yl(x, A) .*. m(x, A) are 
linearly independent. Therefore 
JJ%-1 -fjJ(x,X) =o. (5.7) 
This implies that &(x, 1) ... +jJx, A) are linearly dependent on [a, b] and 
consequently r],(x, X) ... r],(x, X) are linearly dependent on [u, b]. Therefore 
WI1 yJ(x,X) =o. (5.8) 
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Suppose Wh ... v,J (x, A) = 0. Then W(fj, *-* $J (x, A) = 0 and therefore 
,,&,bs%l WI = 0. 7% is implies that X is an eigenvalue of the boundary 
value problem (5.1). This proves that h is an eigenvalue if, and only if, 
(ii) Let yr(x, X) --f m(x, 1) be a fundamental set of solutions for the 
equation !i!+# = & and suppose that h is an eigenvalue of the boundary value 
problem (5.1). Th en x ’ is an eigenvalue of the adjoint boundary value problem 
e+* = A*, us++ = 0 (1 < .s < n) (5.9) 
and therefore, from (5.4) and (2.9), 
l<$y&e4 WI ss (- 1)” ~%(4>n wcfr~ **. L> (% 4 W(Y, *** m> (x9 8 = 0. l,-- 
Therefore W([, e-0 K) (x, A) = 0 and consequently 
w-1 --- 5,) (x, A) = 0. (5.11) 
Suppose W(L *-* 5,) (x, A) = 0. Then W(c, a*. &) (x, A) = 0 and therefore 
This implies that x is an eigenvalue of the boundary value problem (5.9) and 
therefore h is an eigenvalue of (5.1). Th’ is p roves that h is an eigenvalue of the 
boundary value problem (5.1) if, and only if, w(X) = 0. 
Note that if the coefficient pi(~) of the differential expression f? is zero then 
it follows from (2.11) that w(h) SE W(& -a* 5,) (x, A) is independent of 
x E [a, b] since [,(x, A) **a cn(X, A) are solutions of !&# = A+. If in addition 
p,,(x) is independent of x then 2+$ has no term in I,P-~)(x) and hence 
w4 = Whl **- 7,) (x, a is independent of x E [a, b]. 
6. CONSTRUCTION OF GREEN'S FUNCTION IN TERMS 
OF BOUNDARY CONDITION FUNCTIONS 
We now consider the construction of the Green’s function G(x, t, A) for 
the boundary value problem 
24 =&p(x) + pz(x) p-Z)(x) + *** + p,(x) cgx) = hc#(x) (6-l) 
409/31/2-10 
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Here we suppose that the functions pi(x) (2 < j < rr - 1) are identically 
zero in some neighbourhood of both a and b. In this case the boundary condi- 
tion functions 
(1 < Y < n) for the boundary value problem (6.1)-(6.2) and its adjoint 
boundary value problem respectively satisfy equation (4.28). 
Define G(x, t, A) by 
where the coefficients u,(t, A) and b,(t, A), dependent on t and X but not on x, 
are to be determined. 
Since ds(a/x, A) and B,(b/x, A) are solutions of e$ = A$ the function 
G(x, t, A), considered as a function of x, satisfies the equation &$ = A$ in 
each of the intervals a < x < t and t < x < b. Let 
and 
Then 
Gz(x, t, A) = 2 b,(t, 4 4(blx, 4 . 
S=l 
It follows from (4.28) and (6.4) that U,(G) = 0 if 
a,(t, A) = - b,(t, A). (6.5) 
The continuity of G(x, t, A) and its first (n - 2) derivatives at x = t gives 
rise to the (n - 1) equations 
jy bsey(t, A) - i a&?pl’(t, A) = 0 
s-1 s=1 
(1 <k < n - 1). F-6) 
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The discontinuity of a (n-l)G/aXn-l, with a jump of i-“, when x 
to the equation 
tl b,Of+l’(t, A) - $ c~,+(~-l)(t, A) = i-“. 
From (6.5)-(6.7), we have 
f b,(t, A) L$-l)(t, A) = S,,iTn (1 < Y < n) 
S=l 
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t gives rise 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
i.5, = ds + 4 , see (4.6)]. If h is not an eigenvalue of the boundary value 
problem (6.1)-(6.2) then W(& e-0 Z;,) (x, A) # 0 (see Theorem 5.1) and the 
coefficients b,(t, A) are given uniquely by (using Cramer’s formula) 
where W,(& **. 5,) (t, A) is obtained from I+‘(& ... 5,) (t, A) by replacing the 
s-th column with the column vector (0,O a.* 0, l)T. 
The Green’s function may be written in the form 
(a < x < 4 
G(x, t, A) = 
where 
This form of the Green’s function is central in proving theorems on eigen- 
function expansions associated with n-th-order differential equations by 
means of contour integration and the calculus of residues (see Section 1.6 of 
[5] and Section 5, Chapt. 12 of [3]). 
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